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ABSTRACT
In the paper alternative models of the term structure of interest rates are classified
in two different approaches: the no-arbitrage and the general equilibrium approach.
It is mantained that the general equilibrium approach is superior on a theoretical
ground for two main reasons: first, relevant variables, such as the spot interest rate
and the interest risk-premium, are endogenous; secondly, the relationship between
the real and the financial side of the economy becomes a clear and important
element in the understanding of the term structure. As regards the applications,
however, the advantages of the general equilibrium over the no-arbitrage approach
are not so clear: the major role in the empirical performance of alternative models
is played by their ability to capture volatility. At the current state of the literature,
there is no mode1 that outperforms others, in particular on the empirical side.
KEYWORDS:
volatility

arbitrage, general equilibrium,

interest rates, term structure,

(*I Even if the paper is the result of a joint effort of the two authors, G.Boero has
written subsections 2.3, 4.2 and Conclusions; C.Torricelli has written the
Introduction, subsections 2.1, 2.2, section 3 and subsection 4.1.The paper has been
partially supported by a grant MURST 40% 1993 and a grant CNR
94.00538.CTll.
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RESUME
Dans cct article Its modbles alternatifs de la structure a tcrmc dcs taux d’indrets
sont classifies en deux principes differems: I’absence d’arbitrage et l’equilibre
g&r&al. On souticnt que l’approche de l’equilibre general est supbicur, en thcoric,
pour deux raisons principales: des variables importantes, comme Ic taux d’int@r?t ct
lc prix a risque, sont endogenes; la relation cntre l’economie rccllc et l’economic
financiere dcvient un Clement clair et important dans la comprehension dc la
structure a terme. Quant aux applications, les avantages des modclcs d’equilibre
g&r&al sur les modeles d’absence d’arbitrage ne sont pas clairs: le role le plus
important dans la performance empirique des modeles altcrnatifs est joue par leur
habilk% a capturer la volatilid. Selon la litterature actuelle, il n’y a pas un modclc
superieur aux autres, particulierement en cc qui concernc les applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The first problem that one has to face in the analysis of the Term Structure of
Interest Rates (TSIR) is the definition of the object of the investigation. The
issue has already received great attention(*) and the current literature agrees
on the following definition: “The term structure of interest rates measures the
relationship among yields on default-free securities that differ only in their
term maturity.” (Cox, Ingersoll and Ross, 1985b). Analytically it is the
function that maps the time to maturity of a discount bond to its current price
or yield to maturity.
The rclcvancc of finding a “good” theory for the TSIR stems from the fact
that the TSIR is not only interesting in itself, but cntcrs also in the valuation
of the growing number of Interest Rate Sensitive (IRS) claims.
Early thcorics (e.g. the expectation hypothesis, the liquidity prcfercnce, the
market segmentation and the preferred habitat theory) arc essentially based on
a deterministic set-up.
The early scvcntics turbulence in the financial markets have strcsscd the riced
for embedding the TSIR analysis in a stochastic environment.(*)
A natural
approach would be that of extending asset pricing theories to IRS claim
valuation, i.c. to use either the Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Model
(ICAPM) or the Option Pricing Theory (OPT).
Yet, a TSIR theory cannot be mutuated by the ICAPM because IRS claim
risk cannot be diversified away in the same way as stock risk since IRS
claims returns are highly correlated.
On the other hand, given the differences between IRS claims and claims
contingent on stock prices, the Black and Scholes option valuation formula
cannot be simply extended to IRS claims valuation.

(I) Nuzzo( 1993) contains a discussion of the issue.
(2) Ingersoll (1987) clearly explains under what conditions the above-mentioned
deterministic theories can be embedded in a stochastic approach. De Felice and
Moriconi (1991) make clear the distinction between semideterministic and
stochastic models of the TSIR and stress the necessity of taking a stochastic
approach.
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Since the late seventies, stochastic models based on the no-arbitrage
assumption combined with powerful martingale results(3) have attempted to
explain the TSIR. Among articles within the stochastic approach it is worth
mentioning Vasicek( 1977), Dothan( 1978), Cox, Ingersoll and Ross( 198Sa,b),
Ho and Lcc( 1986), Heath, Jarrow and Morton( 1992).
Most of empirical studies take a certain model without questioning much
differences and similarities with others. Since the stochastic literature on the
TSIR is growing very fast, there is a need of identifying, beyond the spccilic
distinctive assumptions taken in each articlc, the main thcorctical approaches.
In order to overcome this deliciency in the litcraturc, this paper offers a
survey on the stochastic approach to the TSIR and the related IRS claim
valuation. To this end models are classilicd in two broad diffcrcnt
approaches:
I) the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT)
II) the Gcncral Equilibrium

Theory (GET).

The former is based on the assumption that the dynamic of discount bond
prices is described by an Ito’s differential equation and, imposing no arbitrage
as an equilibrium condition, derives the equilibrium yield to maturity for
different maturities, i.c. the TSIR, which, among other things turns out to
depend on an exogenously specified market price for risk.
The latter is based on an intertcmporal general equilibrium model where the
market price for interest rate risk is detcrmincd endogenously.
This paper aims at highlighting distinctive features of the two approaches and
stressing conditions under which the two approaches are actually equivalent.
Plausible different assumptions within each approach are also discussed and
an empirical evaluation of the various models is offered.

c3) Duffie(l992) discusses the equivalence between no arbitrage, existence of state
prices and existence of an equivalent martingale measure in a complete market
setting. For a technical discussion of the issue, see DufGe(1992) and the original
papers by Harrison and Kreps(1979) and Harrison and Pliska(l981).
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 1 APT is presented and
different versions of it are discussed. In section 2 the GET is analyzed and in
section 3 a comparison of the two approaches both at a thcorctical and at an
cmpiricnl lcvcl is made. Conclusions and hints for future rcscarch follows.

2. The Arbitrage Pricing Theory
2.1 The basicmoctel
The basic model aims at describing the term structure of interest rates which
is, according to the most widespread dcfimition, the relationship among yields
on default-free securities that differ only in their term maturity. Hence, the
TSIR can bc described either in tcims of yield to maturity h(t,T) or in terms
of the price of a discount bond v(t,T).
In describing the basic model we will follow Vasicek(1977)(4) and De Felice
and Moriconi( 1991). The former provides a crystal clear description of the
TSIR based on an arbitrage argument similar to that of Black and
Scholcs( 1973) for option pricing: the latter offers a dctailcd explanation of the
same within the frame of stochastic immunization.
The model is based on the following

assumptions.

Hp 1: assumntions on the market
The market is frictionlcss and competitive; the agents are price-takers; trading
is continuous and consistent (i.e. no profitable risklcss arbitrage is possible).
Hp 2: the basic variable
Let h(t,T) bc the yield to maturity and 6(t,T) be the istnntancous interest rate.
The spot rate is the basic variable and is defined as: r(t) = h(t,t+dt) or
cquivalcntly as:

c4)It should be noted that in Vasicek(l977) the dynamic of the spot rate is defined
in a more specific way than in the model presented here. This point is discussed in
section 2.3.
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The spot rate is the risk-free rate and is the only source of uncertainty, i.c. the
model is a single factor model (univariate) where r(t) is the state variable.
Ho 3: Stochastic orocess for the snot rate
The spot rate follows a Markov process, i.c. the probability distribution of the
future values of [r(t)) is determined only by the current value of r(t), and it is
assumed to be continuous (i.e. no shocks in the bond market).
HD 4: homogeneous exnectations
Agents hold homogeneous expectations on the probability distribution of
IrW.
Assumptions
1 to 4 imply that the value function v(t) is univocally
determined.
Based on the above assumptions the model is articulated in live main steps.

FIRST STEP
The dynamics of the spot rate is dcscribcd by the following
Differential Equation (PDE):
(2.1)

dr(t) = f(r(t),t)dt

Ito’s Partial

+ g(r(t),t)dZ(t)

where f(r(t),t) is the drift of the process; g(r(t),t) is the diffusion cocfticicnt
and Z(t) is a standard brownian motion with zero mean and unit variance
(Wiener process with incremental variance dt).

SECOND STEP
The dependence of the value function v(t,T) on the spot rate r(t) is taken into
account
(2.2)

v&T) = Wt),t,T)

with nt

v(r(t),t,T) is assumed to be a monotone function of r(t) with partial first and
second derivatives vt vr vrr assumed to be continuous.
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STEP

Based on the assumptions made in the previous step, It&s lemma can bc used
to derive the dynamic of the rate of return:
fh(r(t),r,l’)
= J.l(r(t),t,T)dr -o(r(C),t,T)dZ(1)
(2.3)
er(l),f,T)
w hcrc

o(r(t),t,T)= -

1 g(r(r),t)~v(r(r),t.7)
vcet>,t,n

(2.3) states that the rate of return can be decomposed in an anticipated change
and an unanlicipatcd change, due to the shocks rcprcscntcd by the Wiener
process and whose magnitude dcpcnds on o(r(t),t,T).
From the cxprcssion for y(r(t),t,T) we get the fo‘ollowing PDE:
(2.4)

v,+fvr+Y2g2v

-pv=o

whcrc WC have omitted varrable dependence.

FOURTH STEP
The drift f(r(t),t) and the variance g2(r(t),t) of the spot rate process are
normally assumed to be known or estimated. Thus, if the function p(.> is
known the PDE (2.4) can be solved for the functional v(r(t),t,T) so that the
whole term structure is determined.
Yet, the form of the function ,u(.) is unknown and cannot be deduced from the
model. In order to say something on p(.) an arbitrage ar.g?lmcnt must be used
and the following result can be shown to hold for any tl and t2with t2> tl > t:

Each side of (2.5) can be interpreted as a risk-premium or better term
premium, which is independent of the term. Hence it is a common market
value which rcprcscnts the market price for interest rate risk(5):
(9 It is in fact Lhc compensation recluircd in cyuilibrium by agents in order to take
the risk conncctcd with unanticipated changes in the spot rate.
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(2.6) q(r(t),t ,T) = “;;;;:;‘I’,;,1)
>,
From (2.6) and recalling the expressionfor o(r(t),t,T), WCobtain u(.) as a
function of the marketprice for risk:
(2.7) u(r,t,T) = r(t) - q(r,t) g(r,t) vtM.T>lv(r,t,T)
Sincethe market price for interestrate risk is an equilibrium price, it depends
on the risk preferenceof the agentsin the market and so dots the function
PC.>.
Hence, preference-freepricing, which is normally considered a great
advantageof assetpricing basedon the no-arbitrageargument,doesnot hold
when the TSIR is at issue.
FIFTH STEP
Substituting (2.7) in (2.4) we get a new PDE that does not dependon
y(r(t),t,T):
(2.8)

Vt + (f+qg)v, + %g2vrr- rv = 0

Once the characteristicsof the spot rate processf and g are known and the
price of the interestrate risk q is specified,thePDE (2.8) can be solvedwith
the following boundarycondition:
(2.9) v(r(T),T,T) = 1.
The solution is the value function v(r,t,T) from which it can be obtainedthe
yield to maturity for eachmaturity, i.e. the whole term structure.
The solution canbe alsoexpressedin the integralform as:
(2.10) v(r(t),t,T) = E,[Y)]
dove
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The model just describeddiffers from other no-arbitragemodels in that it
assumesthat the spot rate is the only sourceof uncertainty.This implies that
returns on securitiesof different maturities are perfectly correlated.Other
modelsthat overcomethis limitation aredescribedin the next section.
As a final commentwe stressa point which will be centralin the comparison
betweenNA and GET type of mod&. The basic model prcsentcd here
requiresthe price of interest rate risk q to be exogcnouslyspecifiedin order
for the model to be closed. Furthermore, this specification cannot be
arbitrarily done: consistencywith no arbitrage must be verified. We will
discussthis point extensivelyin Section4.
2.3 Other versions of the basic model

The basic modelprcscntedrequiresthe market price for risk q to be specified
in orderfor the model to be solved.Morcovcr it is a singlefactor model, since
thereis only a sourceof uncertaintyin the model: the spot rate.
Sincethe end of the seventies,many versionsof the basic no arbitragemodel
presentedin the previoussectionhavebeenproposed.For needof exposition,
in this sectionwe outline a few modelswhich differ for the specilicationof the
market price for risk and/or for bringing more than one factor into the
analysis.
The Vasicck(1977)model
Vasicek assumesthat the market price for risk and the spot rate processare
specifiedrespectivelyas:
q(r(t),t,T) = q
(2.13) dr(t) = a(@r(t))dt+ Bdz(t) with a,13>0and 0 2 0

(2.12)

i.e. the market price for risk is constantand the interest rate is an OrnsteinUhlenbeck process, where: 8 is the long term rate, CI is the speed of
adjustmentto the long term rate.
If 0~~1, then (2.13) describesa mean-revertingautoregressiveprocess.
Since13is constant,the spotrate fluctuatesaroundits long term value 8.
Unfortunately,this model might imply negative values for the interest rate.
Yet, for high valuesof a and 8 the probability of such a caseis very low and
hcnccthe model hasbeenwidely applied.
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The Dothan(l978) model
Dothan takes Vasicek’s assumption over the market price for risk, but
modilics the assumption over the interest rate process as follows:
(2.14)

dr(t) = a r(t) dz(t)

The value lunction v(r(t),t,T) arc presented for the cast of’ q=O and the result
is the same as in the traditional pure expccMon theory: the cxpccted rstc is
equal to the spot rate. A good propcrry of’ the solution is Ihat the price of
discount bonds remains above zero.
The Brennan and Schwartz(l979) two-factor model
The model presented so far imply that the price of discount bonds with
different maturities are perfectly correlated. Brcnnan and Schwartz overcome
this limitation by assuming that the Lcnn structure is dctcnnincd by two
factors: the spot rate r(t) and the long tcnn rate l(t) which are governed by the
following processes respectively:
(2.15) dr(t) = “](r,l,t)dt
+ n,(r,l,t)dz,(t)
(2.16) dl(t) = a,(r,l,t)dt + I3 (r,l,t)dz2(t)
dzl$)
and2dz2(t)
are 2 lencr proccsscs
dz 1 (t)=dz2 (t)=dt and dz 1(t)dz2(t)= z dt.

whcrc:
with E[dz , (t)]=E[dz2(t)]=0,

The idea of introducing the long term rate as a second lilctor(6) reflects tbc
assumption which is the basis of both the traditional cxpccration literature and
the liquidity premium theory.
As a consequence of the two-factor assumption, the PDE for the price of the
default-free discount bonds contains two utility-dcpcndcnt
parameters: the
market price for istantaneous and long-term risk. The latter is actually
eliminated assuming that there exists a traded consol bond, which corresponds
to the second state variable (the long-tcnn interest rate).

@) Schaefer and Schwartz(l984) also set up a two-factor model, but they choose
different factors, i.e. the long-term inlcrcsl rate and the spread between the long
term and the short term interest rate. Other two-factor models can be found in
Richard (1976) and Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1977).
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of the APT

In the prcscnt survey we have classilied models according to the pricing
mclhodology, i.e. arbitrage pricing or equilibrium pricing. Another dichotomy
cmcrgcs in the literature bctwccn two approaches which differ in the starting
point of their invcstigalion.
The lirst takes as a starting point a plausible assumption on the short-term
interest rate process and deduct from the model the current yield curve. Since
the model used for deriving the yield curve can bc either a APT or a GET
model, WC can include into this approach both APT models (e.g.
Vasicck( 1977), Dothan( 1978) etc.) and GET models (c.g. COX, Ingersoll and
Ross( 198Sb), Longstaff and Schwanz( 1992)).
The second approach takes the current tcnn structure of interest rates as given
and dcvclops a no-arbitrage picld curve model so that the latter is perfectly
consistent with the data, i.e. this second approach could IX thought of as “a
variation of the arbitrage approach” as Longstaff and Schwartz(l992)
put it.
The models within this second approach represent the most recent
devclopmcnt of the APT.(7)
The first paper that took this approach is that of Ho and Lec(1986). The
authors take the initial bond prices and bond price processes as exogenously
given, i.c. they take the current term structure as given. Within a discrete
trading economy they impose that the movcmcnts of the term structure ensure
the absence of arbitrage: specifically the bond prices are assumed to fluctuate
randomly over time according to a binomial process. Once the arbitrage-free
rntcs movcmcnt are dctcnnincd, contingent claims can be priced relative to the
obscrvcd tcnn structure. Hence the model is a relative pricing model (i.e.
rcladvc to the obscrvcd tcnn structure) whose main advantage is that of using
the inl’onnation content embedded in the current term structure to price
contingent claims.
Heath, Jarrow and Morton(1992)
generalize the model just described to a
continuous time economy with multiple factors. In contrast with Ho and Lee,
the authors take the initial forward rate curve as given. Then they describe its
Fluctuations by means of a continuous time stochastic process. They use
Harrison and Kreps(l979) and Harrison and Pliska( 1981) results to ensure
c7) Within the APT, a different type of development is provided by Hull and White
(1990). They extend Vasicek (1977) model assuming that the coefficient in the spot
rate process arc functions of time and choosing them to reflect the current and
futures volatilitics or the short-term intcrest rate.
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absence of arbitrage and to price contingent claims respectively. The
continuous time nature of the model also facilitates the estimation of the
processparameterswhich may be problematicin Ho andLcc(1986).
The most valuable advantagewith respectto the traditional APT models is
that contingentclaim valuationsdo not explicitly dcpcndon the market price
for risk, but only on observablcsand forward ratevolatilitics.
In our opinion, the main disadvantageof the approachtakenby both Ho and
Lee(1986)andHeath,Jarrow andMorton(l992) is that it dots not explain the
shape of the observedcurrent term structure. Their approach represents
mainly a theory for the evolution of the term structure and for pricing
contingent claims relative to the observedtcnn structure. Yet, it is not a
theoryof the term structurein the way we meanit in the presentsurveyin that
the above-mentionedmodelsare not able to explain the shapeof the obscrvcd
structuretaking it simply asexogenouslygiven.
A nice comparative analysis of altemativc approachesto constructing
arbitrage-freeyield curvesmodelsof the type we havebriefly describedin this
sectionis given in Hull andWhite(1992).
3. THE GENERAL

EQUILIBRIUM

THEORY

3.1 The framework

An alternative approachto describethe TSIR is the one basedon general
equilibrium. The theoreticalframework for generalequilibrium models of the
TSIR is that of generalintertemporal equilibrium of the asset market, the
tools requiredfor solving them are thoseof dynamic stochasticoptimization.
A pioneeringwork in this field is that of Mcrton(l970). SinceMcrton’s model
is aimed at pricing the capital structure of the firm, the TSIR is initially
assumedto be flat or non-existent(i.e. no risklessrate assumption).The final
extensionof the model to the caseof the interestrate stochasticallyvarying
over time allows the author: to explain the existence of a term structure; to
determine the shape of the term structure; to bc consistent with other
models, e.g. no-arbitragemodels.
The above-mentionedadvantagesimplied by the generalequilibrium setting
remain asdistinctive featuresof the famous Cox, IngersollandRoss(1985a,b)
model. These papers move a step forward in that they : a) provide an
intertemporal general equilibrium model where asset prices and their
stochastic properties are endogenouslydeterminedsince they depend on
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variables of the underlying real economy; b) use the framework sub a) to
study the TSIR so that many of the traditional factors influencing the term
structure
(anticipations,
investment
alternatives
and
risk-aversion,
prcfcrcnccs) arc introduced in a way which is consistent with agents’
maximizing bchaviour, equilibrium and Rational Expectations (RE).
Since Cox, Ingersoll and Ross(198Sb) model - from now on CIR - is more
complclc(8)~ has good empirical propertics and has been widely used, we take
it as the rcprcscntative model of the gcncral equilibrium approach.

3.2 The Cox-Ingersoll-Ross

model (CIR)

In the mid-cightics Cox, Ingersoll and Ross have published two papers which
rcprcsenl milcstoncs in the gcncral theoretic approach to finance. The lirsl,
Cox, Ingersoll and Ross(198Sa) “develops a continuous time gcncral
equilibrium mtxlcl of a simple but complctc economy and uses it to examine
the bchaviour of asset prices”. The second, Cox, Ingersoll and Ross(1985b),
uses the model developed in the previous paper to study the tenn structure of
intcrcst rates.
Given the technicalities involved by both of the papers, we will outline only
fcaturcs rclcvant for the comparison at issue.
3.2.1 The basic model
Cox, Ingersoll and Ross(1985a) is a general equilibrium model which gives a
complete intertemporal description of a continuous time competitive economy
and gives equilibrium prices of any asset as solution of a partial differential
cqualion which represents the fundamental valuation equation of the paper. In
fact, the authors prove that the price of any contingent claim must satisfy the
following differential equation :

(*) The dynamics of the spot rate is still exogenous in Merton(1990) due to
exogcncity in supply dynamics. By contrast it is endogenous in Cox, Ingersoll-and
Ross(l985b) since it is determined by the assumptions on the stochastic variable
govcming the real economy.
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(3.1)

1/2(VarW)F,,

+k

+1/2~~cov(Y;,yj)F,:,

cov(w,:)F~i

r=l

i=l

1

W

j=l

s w

+

/=I

+[r(W,Y,t)W
- C*(W,Y,t)]F,
+
k -J,
k
r
-J,,
+CFx
Pi -~COV(W,r,)-C~cov(y,,Y,)
i=l

COLLOQUIUM

+
J

F, - r(W,Y,t)F + &(W,Y,t) = 0
where:r(W,Y,t) is the equilibrium intcrcst rate, W is wealth, F(.) is the value
of the claim, 6 is the payout andY is the stateof technology.
While the valuationequation(3.1) holds for any claim, the form of the payout
G(W,Y,T) andthe appropriateboundaryconditionsdcpcndon the contractual
conditionsof the particularclaim.
3.2.2 The model for the term structure

Cox, Ingersoll and Ross(1985b)obtain their model for the term structureby
restricting and specializing some of the assumptionscharacterizing their
generalequilibrium model for assetpricing describedin the previous section.
In this section we will presentthe most basic model for the term structure
describedby the authors.The model is basedon the following assumptions:
AsSumDtiOn
1. The utility function, assumedto exhibit constantrelative riskaversion (CRRA) and to be independentof the state variable Y, is the
following:
(3.2)

U(C(s),s)= ebisln[C(s)]

This assumptionon the preferencestructureimplies that ncithcr the risk-free
rate nor the factor risk premium @‘y dependon wealth. In addition the
securitiesvalued in the model havecontractualterms which do not explicitly
depend on wealth (i.e. F,,, = F,, = Fwu = 0). Hence, the fundamental
valuationequationbecomes:
(3.3)

%tr(SS’FYY)+[u’-a*‘GS’]Fy+Ft+&rF = 0

where SS’andGS’ represent
Assumption 2. Technologyis representedby a singlesuflicicnt statistic.
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Assumption 3. The means and the variancesof the rates of return on the
productionprocessare proportionalto Y.
Assumption4. The evolution of the statevariableis specilied as follows:
(3.4)

dY(t) = [ylY+y,$ dt + vdY dw(t)

whereyl and y2 arc constants,y2 20 and v is a lX(n+k) vector of constant
componentsv .
Under thcsc !ssumptions WC can specialize the results obtained in the
previous section. In order to do that, WCfollow the authors in introducing
threeconstantsaccordingto the following dclinitions:
g=CXlY;
R= GG’IY;
c E GS’IY ;
The equilibrium interestratecan now bc written asfollows:

ltn-‘a-l
(3.5)

r(Y)

=

1’iP

-

1

y

where 1 is, as before,the unit vector.It is useful to rewrite (3.5) as:
(3.5’)

r(Y)=

9-A

Y

!

I

It is easyto verify that the equilibrium interestrate is a linear function of the
expectedreturn on production and the variance of production return. The
intcrcst rate follows also a diffusion processwhosedrift and variancecan bc
obtainedusingho’s formula:
(3.6)

drift

r(Y) = l’cr’a-1
l’Q”1

var r(Y) =

Y(y,Y+y,)=k(B--r)
vv’Y =02r

wherek, 0 and(32 arcconstantswith kf3 20 and CT* > 0
The risk-freeratedynamicscan be exprcsscdasfollows:
(3.7) dr=k(e-r)dt+oJrdzl

wherezl(t) is a one-dimensionalWienerprocesssuchthat:
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= v&&v(t)

An essential characteristic of the present model is the cndogcnous nature of
the interest rate process which is a continuous time first autoregressive mcanreverting process whose long term value is 0.
The stochastic process for the risk-free rate is endogenous in that it depends
on the basic assumptions made about the real economy (e.g. the stochastic
process for technology and the prefcrencc structure) and it is derived as the
process govcming the evolution of the equilibrium inlcrcst rate. Hence
different assumptions on technology, production and the prefcrcncc structure
would lead to a different form for dr.
The assumptions taken by Cox, Ingersoll and Ross are useful in that they
imply the following desirable empirical properties for the intcrcst rate: the
mean reverting process ensures that the interest rate will ncvcr become
negative; zero is an inaccessible boundary for the spot rate if 2k0 202 ; the
absolute variance is directly proportional to the interest rate itself; thcrc is a
steady state distribution for the interest rate itself.
At this stage we can face the problem of valuing default-free discount bonds
promising to pay one unit at time T, i.e. WC are able to determine the term
structure.
Let P(r,t,T) be the price in t of a discount bond maturing at T, then the
fundamental valuation equation becomes:
(3.9)

1/202up,, +k(&r)P,

+pt

-rq’P,

-rP=O

with P(r,T,T) = 1
where q’ is the factor risk premium, determined as explained below.
(3.9) can be obtained from the fundamental valuation equation (3.4) by
substituting in (3.6) and taking into account that, under the assumptions taken
in this section, the factor risk-premium is defined as follows:

Recalling Ito’s formula the authors show that the expected rate of return on
the bond is: r + (q’ rP,>/P and is proportional to its interest rate elasticity,
where (q’r) represents the covariance of changes in the interest rate with
percentage changes in optimally invested wealth.
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A few comments are here in order. Cox, Ingersoll and Ross(l985b) do not
provide any intuition for this result which is actually not easy to clarify within
their model. A clear explanation can be found in Sun( 1992). The author
obtains a similar result for a two-period bond within a discrete-time model
and mantains that the covariancc mcasurcs the ability of the bond to hedge
against unfavourablc states. To XC this, suppose that the covariance is
negative, the bond is a bad hedge because has a low value when the marginal
utility of wealth is high. Recalling from the Capital Asset Pricing Model that
if a financial asset is a bad hedge it will be priced so to yield a positive
premium, then we can conclude as follows: if the covariance between
optimally invested wealth and the interest rate is negative, then the bond is a
bad hcdgc and this implies a positive risk-premium and viceversa (recalling
that Pr is always negative).
Second, bond prices depend in this model only on one random variable: the
spot rate, i.e. the model is a one-factor model. The single-factor nature of the
model dcpcnds on the initial assumption on technology. Hence, bond prices
ultimately dcpcnd on the characteristics of the real economy.
By solving (3.10) taking the above-mentioned risk-adjusted expectations, it is
possible to obtain bond prices in the following form:
(3.11)

P(r,t,T) = A(t,T) exp[-B(t,T)

r}

where A(.) and B(.) arc non-linear functions of the factor risk premia q’ and of
the parameters of the model. (3.11) is consistent with common intuition on
the behaviour of bond prices: they are a decreasing convex function of the
interest rate, an increasing function of the time and a decreasing function of
maturity.
Through the interest rate, the bond price is also sensitive to the parameters
characterizing the interest rate process.(9) Dependence of the bond price on
the market risk parameter q should also be stressed: as before, high values of
q’ imply a great covariance of the interest rate with wealth, thus bond prices
will be higher when wealth is low and has a greater marginal utility.
By applying ho’s formula to (3.1 I) we can work out the dynamics of bond
prices:
c9)Sun(1992) stresses that the authors “incorrectly claim that their bond price is an
increasing (decreasing) function of the speed of adjustment parameter if the current
interest rate is greater (less) than the long-term mean” and gives a counter-example
sustaining his critique.
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- B(t,T)Podrdzl

i.e. the returns on bonds are perfectly negatively correlated with changes in
the interest rate, which is a typical fcaturc related to the single-factor nature
of the model.
The variability of rctum is lower when the interest rate is low and tends to
disappear when the interest rate tends to zero. Morcovcr, variability dccreascs
as the bond is closer to maturity time.
All the results obtained on bond prices can bc restated in terms of yields to
maturity:
(3.13)

R(r,t,T) = [rB(t,T) - logA(t,T)]/(T-t)

which implies that as maturity nears the yield to maturity approaches the
interest rate independently of the parameters. Solving the CIR model for the
yield to maturity for all maturities, it is possible to obtain the whole term
structure of interest rates.
Concluding on CIR, we can state that its fortune essentially hinges on four
positive features of the models itself: i) it is parsimonious in the number of
state variables (one); ii) it is parsimonious in the number of parameters to
estimate (four); iii) the interest rate is a positive stationary process; iv) prices
of discount bonds can be obtained in closed form.(l”)
Moreover, as the authors suggest, the model presented in this section can also
be extended in different ways, e.g. allowing the drift term in the interest rate
process to be time dependent.( 1 l) Another extension proposed by the authors
stems form the need of overcoming the single factor nature of the model which
makes return on bonds of all maturities perfectly correlated.
A third possible extension outlined by the authors implies the introduction of
money and inflation by assuming that one state variable is the price level and
that some contracts have payoff which depend on the price level.

(lo) The same is true for the prices of European options on bonds.
V1) Results obtained in such a case can he usefully compared with the traditional
expectation assumption..
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models

The CIR model has been widely used for empirical purposes, yet only a few
cxtcnsion of the same general equilibrium approach have heen proposed since
1985.
The reasons for this relatively limited literature arc to bc found in the CIR
model itself. In fact, it is sufficiently simple to have analytic tractability and
enough sophisticated to make any deviation from the original assumptions too
cumbersome to manage. Yet, the CIR model suffers from three main
shortcomings:
1) the term premium of a given maturity discount bond displays the same sign
for all states of nature;
2) the term premium of different maturities discount bonds has the same sign
for any maturity;
3) the implied yield curve can attain only three shapes: monotone rising,
monotone declining and humped.
The general equilibrium models we briefly review in this section have been set
up in the attempt to overcome the above-mentioned drawback of the CIR
paper.
In the following we will outline four papers which, as far as we know, are the
only general equilibrium models appeared after CIR’s.(l 2, The models will be
exposed following the chronological order of their publication.
The Lonestaff(l989)
model
The author drops the assumption of linear production possibilities by allowing
technological change to affect production returns in a non linear way. He does
so by deriving what he calls a double square root process (DSR) for the
interest rate dynamics, in contrast with the square root process (SR) used in
CIR:

(12) Sun(1992) paper is not described in this survey since it is just a discrete -time
version of CIR. The main contribution of the paper is that of having “elucidated
essential ideas behind the model” (i.e. CIR model) and of having investigated the
relationship between real and nominal interest rates in a partial equilibrium setting
in which an exogenous price level is correlated with the real economy. Yet, the
latter issue is not our primary concern here since most available data are on
nominal bond prices. Hence a term structure model can be estimated even without a
mantained hypothesis on the statistical relation between real variable and the price
Icvel.
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The assumption taken in the paper implies “a richer set of yield curves and
term premium shapes without introducing
additional state variables or
parameters”. In particular the model offers four nice results: i) the yield curve
can display both humps and troughs as well as monotone or humped patterns
of the term premiums; ii) discount bond prices and intcrcst rates arc not
always invcrscly related; iii) discount bond riskiness need not be a monotone
increasing function of maturity or duration; iv) the local expectation
hypothesis can hold simultaneously for some bonds and not for others. Thus
the paper overcome the main shortcomings of the CIR model. Unfortunately,
as Costantinidcs(l992)
points out “Longstaffs bond pricing equation is the
wrong solution of the problem that he sets up. “(13) Hcncc the paper has not
had much follow up.

The Hull and White(1990) model
Hull and White(1990) present the same type of cxtcnsion already proposed
for Vasicek(l977)
paper, i.e. they assume that the parameters k, 0 and 0
describing dr(t) in CIR are also functions of time.
The authors show that such an extension of the CIR basic model makes it
consistent with both the current term structure and the current volatilitics. In
this sense the model should better be considered a no arbitrage model: we
have already discussed this point (see section 2.4).
Unfortunately,
the CIR extended model does not show the same analytic
tractability
of the original model and of the analogously extended
Vasicck( 1977) model.

Costantinides (1992)model
Costantinides sets up a model that overcomes all of the thtec main restrictive
properties of the CIR original model. Hc does so by taking an approach that
which is quite different from CIR and is based on Harrison and Kreps( 1979)
paper.
As the author clearly explains, “The starting point is the specification of a
positive nominal state-price density process or pricing kcmel guarantied to
exist by the absence of arbitrage in a frictionless market.“. The pricing kernel
M(t) is modelled as a squared autoregerssive AR(l) indcpcndent process. The
nominal price at time t of claim with nominal payoff X(T) at maturity T is
given then by:
P(t) = Et[W)WVI/~(t)
(13) Costantinides’ argument is that the solution does not satisfy the appropriate
boundary condition: see Costantinides (1992), footnote (4).
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whereEt is the expectationoperatorconditional on information available at
time t.
Using such a pricing equationto price a default-freebond that pays one unit
at T, the author derives his squared-autoregerssive-independent-variable
nominal term structuremodel referredto as SAINTS. The model share the
same positive features of CIR, but not the three mentioned restrictive
properties. In other words, the model outcomes imply that: i) the term
premium may changesign dependingon the state;ii) at a given state,the sign
of the term premium may be diffcrcnt for different bonds;iii) the yield curve
may haveaninvcrtcd hump alongwith the morecommon shapes.
The author states also that results based on the pricing kernel can be
interpretedin terms of a representativeconsumereconomy, but he stresses
that sucha rcprescntationis unnecessaryin his model.
Yet, we think that this featureis at the sametime a shortcomingof the model.
In order to go beyondCIR’s results the author takes an approachwhich is
analytically very elegantbut little intuitive and thus he loses an important
positive feature of CIR, i.e. the dependenceof the term structure on the
underlyingrealeconomy.
The Longstaff

and Schwartz(l992)

model

The authors dcvclop a model along the lines already pursued in the no
arbitrage framework,i.e. they introduce an additional state variable into the
analysis in order to avoid perfect correlation among returns on bonds of
differentmaturities.
The model thus becomesa two-factor model with the two-factor being the
short term interestrate and the volatility of the short term intcrcst rate which
is also “intuitively a pealing since volatility is a key variable in pricing
contingentclaims”.(l B)
The model is developedanalogouslyto CIR, themain differencebeing that the
evolutionof rctum on productiondependsnow on two stochasticprocesses.
Using CIR’s results (see section 3.2.2), they can obtain the equilibrium
interest ram r(t) and its volatility V(t) and, applying Ito’s Lemma, they can
derivethecorrespondingdynamics.
As CIR, Longstaff and Schwartz model allows for closed form expressions
for discountbondprices.In this casethe price of a risklcss unit discountbond
(14) Fornari and Mcle(l994) also set up a two-factor model which is comparable
with Longstaff and Schwartz(1992), but the main purpose of the authors is to
illustrate most recent econometric techniques for the term structure.
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with T period until maturity is a function of threevariables(r(t), V(t) and T),
dependson six parametersand implies the following nice propertiesfor the
term structure: i) both r(t) and V(t) have stationary distributions; ii) bond
prices can be either positively or negatively related with maturity; iii) the
effect of V(t) on bond prices is also indeterminate;iv) for a given maturity,
the yield on a bondis a linear function of r(t) and V(t); v) the yield curve can
show a greater variety of shapes,also those prccludcdby the single factor
model.
All of thesefeaturescan be explainedby the presenceof both the interestrate
and the interest rate volatility as factors determiningthe term structure and
can also beintuitively understoodin relationto the realunderlyingeconomy.
HenceLongstaff and Schwartzmodel overcomesCIR’s drawbackswithin the
samegeneralequilibrium setting,thus highlighting the intercstingdependence
of theterm structureon the characteristicsof the underlyingreal economy.
4. A comparative

evaluation

of the two approaches

In this section we comparethe APT and the GET for the term structure of
interestratesand we areimmediatelyfacedwith a generalquestion:whenis a
model a goodmodel?
Even if it is impossibleto provide an easyanswerto this questionwe will try
to do it in order to make a comparativeevaluationof the two approachesat
issue.
We think that a model for the TSIR should be judged on the basis of its
tractability andits realism.
By tractability we mean that the model should be: a) analytically easy to
manage;b) easily fitted to real data;c) easily appliedto pricing IRS claims.
By realism we mean that the model should: d) show closenessto real
behaviour;e) haveexplanatorypowerevenon a theoreticalground.
The issue sub c) is mainly related to pricing options or futureson interest
rates,a featurethat we havenot explicitcly dealt with in this survey.Hencea
comparativeevaluationat that level goesbeyondthe purposesof the present
paper.
The issue sub a) and e) are discussedin section4.1, while the otherissuesare
treatedin section4.2..
All the opinions we expressare referredto the basic modelsof the APT and
the GET, which havebeenrespectivelydescribedin section2.2 and 3.2, but
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take also into accountthe developmentsof the basic modelsprescntcdin the
othersections.
4.1 A theoretical evaluation
The first questionhcrc is what to comparein order to cvaluatc the TSIR
thcoricsstemmingfrom the APT andtheGET.
The TSIR is csscntiallygiven by the value function v(r,t,T) solving the PDE
(2.8) for the APT and the zero couponbond price P(r,t,T) solving the PDE
(3.9) for the GET: both, consideredas functionsof maturity, give the whole
term structure.
In fact, the value function v(r,t,T) representsalso the price of a discount
bond. We have used on purpose different symbols in the two different
approachesin orderto stressthe theoreticaldifferencesin their derivationand
to makethe comparisonmore straightforward.
Recalling the derivation of the two mentionedfunctions, it is clear that both
dependon the process governing the istantaneousriskless rate r(t). Yet,
prcciscly at this startingpoint comesthe first main differencebetweenthe two
approaches:in the APT such a processis assumed while in the GET it is
derived from the assumptionmade on technology,i.e on an underlying real
variable.
This point hasbeenoften missedin the literature(15)andit is commonto read
that Cox, IngersollandRoss “assume”the processfor r(t) while they actually
deriveit asthe dynamicof an equilibrium rate.
Hencethe PDE for r(t) is exogenousin APT and endogcnousin GET. This
fcaturc stems essentially from the different equilibrium concept used: in
contrastwith GET, in the APT the no arbitragecondition correspondsto a
partial equilibrium.
The equilibrium characterizationusedis also at the basis of the secondmain
differencebetweenthe two theories.Both the PDE (2.24) and (3.20) display
theinterestraterisk-premium,q andq’ respectively,as oneof the coefficients.
Yet, in the APT the interest rate risk premium q must be exogenously
spccilicd in order to close the model: different specificationsof q give origin
to different conclusions on the shape of the TSIR. Such an exogenous
specificationis undesirablebecauseit may not be consistentwith the absence
of arbitrage. In other words arbitrage opportunities precluded by the no
arbitrageconditioncould be reintroducedvia an improper specificationof q.
(t5)Amongthe few exceptions Longstaff and Schwartz(l992).
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Hence,the assumptionon q must be done carefully, but the APT does not
provide a gcncralcriteria for doing that.
Moreover q is a market price for interest rate risk and naturally dependson
the preferencestructure of the agents.Hence,what is a great advantageof
APT for option pricing, i.e. a pricing mechanismwhich is indcpendcntof
preferences,is lost when APT is usedas a theoryof the TSIR.
In contrast,the GET identifiesthe form of the risk premium endogenouslyin
relation to the characteristicsof the underlying economy:expectedreturn on
production, variance of production, covariance bctwccn production and
technology(set eq.(3.21)andexplanatorycomments).
It shouldbe said that the cost to be paid for this dcsirablcresult are the strong
assumptions made in CIR and other GET paper about preferencesand
dynamicsof statevariables.
Moreover, recentGET models(seesection3.3) allow for a variety of shapes
in the term structure which are also close to obscrvcdbchaviourof interest
rates.
At the level of analytic tractability, the GET models are definitely more
difficult to managebut are able to offer closed form solution for the zero
couponbond prices.
They have higher explanatory power than the APT models becausethey
describe the TSIR in relation to the assumptionsmade on the underlying
economy. It would be interesting to further investigate how different
assumptionsabouttechnology,productionandpreferencesinfluencethe result
on the TSIR.
As a final comment,we compareGET modelswith recentmodelsof the APT
(seesection2.4). If we want a theory that explainsthe shapethat we observe
for the currentterm structure,thenit is necessaryto endogenizcit. Models of
the Ho-Lee type arc unableto explain the currentTSIR andcan only provide
a good theory for the evolution of the structure which exploits all the
information containedin the observedstructure and which is consistentwith
the initial interestratecurve.
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evaluation

In this section WCwill try to comparethe empirical perfomanccof the two
classesof modelsoutlinedin the previoussections.(f@
4.2.1 A comparison

of alternative

models

The thcorctical literature on term structure models has developedvery fast,
and many applicationsof different models have appcarcdin the empirical
literature. Howcvcr, very little is known about the comparativeperformance
of different models,in particular whcthcr the thcorctical advantagesthat we
have idcntificd for GET over APT models are retained in empirical
applications.
A useful framework for nestingand comparingdifferent models is provided
by Chang, Karolyi, Longstaff and Sanders(CKLS) (1992). We start our
comparativeevaluationby summarizingsomeof their main results.We focus
on four of the tight models used by CKLS in their comparison, which we
report in table 1. Two of thesemodels belongto the APT category,Vasicek
(1977) and Dothan (1978), while the other two, Met-ton (1973) and CIR
(1985),areGET.
The most commonly applied models are those by Vasicck (1977) and CIR
(1985).However,the interestingresult reachedby CKLS is that thesemodels
performpoorly relativeto lesswell-known models suchasDothan(1978).
First we summarize the approach used by CKLS, then we draw some
conclusions from their main results. Their starting point is the following
stochasticdiffcrcntial equationfor the short-terminterestrate:
(4.21)

dr=(a+

pr)dt+orYdz

This is an unrestricted process within which, by imposing appropriate
restrictionson the four parametersa, b, s and g, it is possibleto describethe
dynamicsof the short rate riskless rate r implied by most models(both singlefactor andmultifactor). CKLS estimatethe parametersof the process(4.2.1)
by using the generalizedmethod of moments (GMM) technique,test the
restrictionsimposed on the parametersby the eight alternativemodels and
(16) Given their different nature, we have not included in the comparison the
models described in section 2.4. For some comments on their empirical properties
see Boero and Torricclli (1994 ).
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analyse the capacity of the models to describethe volatility of the term
structure.Their empirical analysisis conductedby usingone-monthTreasury
bill yields over the period 1964-1989.
The GMM procedure(seeHansen,1982)has beencommonly appliedin tests
of interestrate and term structuremodels (set Harvey, 1988,Longstaff, 1989,
and Longstaff and Schwartz, 1992). CKLS estimatethe parametersof the
continuousprocess(4.2.1) by applying the GMM tcchniqucto the discrctctime approximation:
(4.2.2) rt+l - rt = o!+ prt + et+1
(4.2.3) E(et+l)=O, E(e2t+l) = 02rt 2Y
wherethe varianceof interestratechangesdependson the level of the interest
rate.
The advantagesof the GMM proccdurcare the following. First, it does not
require normality for the distribution of intcrcst rate changes.This is
important as it allows a comparisonof models of the term structure with
different assumptionsabout the distribution of changesin r. For example,
amongthe modelslisted in table 1, Vasicek and Met-tonassumenormality for
interest rate changes,while CIR (1985) assumeproportionality to a noncentral &i-squared. The asymptoticjustification of the GMM relies only on
the following assumptions:a) stationarity; b) ergodicity; c) existenceof the
relevantexpectations.Second,both the GMM estimatorsand their standard
errors are consistent, even in the presenceof conditional hetcroscedastic
errors, serially correlated errors, or errors which are corrclated across
maturities. This is alsoimportant asheteroscedasticityis likely to occur in the
presenceof a temporal aggregationproblem arising from estimation of a
continuoustime processwith discretetime data.
The empirical analysis of CKLS is conductedin three steps.They cornpam
the goodnessof fit of the eight models considered.This is provided by a x2
measure,a model being misspecifiedif this measurehas a high value. They
evaluatethe restrictionsof eachmodel against the generalspecificationand
the nested models with each other, by conducting an hypothesistesting
procedurebasedon a x2 test analogousto the likelihood ratio test (Newey and
West, 1987). Finally, they evaluatethe ability of the modelsto capture the
volatility of changesin the risklessrate. The latter plays a fondamentalrole in
two important applicationsof modelsof the term structure:valuing contingent
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claims; valuing hedging intcrcst rate risk. An analysis of the latter
applicationsgoesbeyondthe purposeof the presentpaper.
The empirical resultsobtained by CKLS can be summarizedasfollows.
(i) In terms of x2 goodnessof tit, the results indicate that the models by
Mcrton (GET), Vasicek (APT) and CIR (1985) (GET) are misspccificd,
while the Dothan (APT) model could not be rejcctcd, as they all have low
valuesof x2 .
(ii) The rankingof the modelsbasedon the goodnessof fit measureis strictly
relatedto the value obtainedfor the paramctcr‘Y,which indicatesthe relation
betweenintcrcst ratevolatility andthe level of the interest rate. Those models
for which ‘Y is negative have been rejected, while those which assume a
positive I’ are not rejected.These results thereforesuggestthat the relation
implied by the value of the parameterI’ is very important, perhaps more
relevant,as CKLS indicate,than otherissues,such as negativeinterestrates,
on which the debateover the relative merits of the different models has
focused.Models as Vasicek and Merton allow for negativeintcrcst rates, and
in fact they are oftencriticized for this feature.However,accordingto CKLS’
results, the implication that interest rate changesare homoscedasticis a far
more seriouslimit of thesemodels.Marc on this will be said below, when we
discuss the use of the GARCH approachto capture the dynamics of the
varianceof financial processes.
(iii) In the unrestrictedmodel there seems to be weak cvidcnce of mean
reversionin the short term interest rate, as the parameter p is in general
insignificant. The implication of this is that the additional complexity of
models of the term structure which allow for mean reversionmay not be
justified empirically.
(iv) The resultsindicate a high sensitivity of the conditional volatility of the
processto the level of interest rate, with an unconstrainedestimate of the
parametery of 1.499.
(v) Finally, in pairwise comparisonno model which assumesthe dependence
of the conditional volatility on the interest rate level can be rejected in
pairwise comparisonswith models which do not make that assumption.For
example,the Met-tonmodel is preferredto the Vasicek model. Therefore, a
main result of the CKLS’ empirical evaluation is that the most important
featureof modelsof the interestrate is their ability to explain its time-varying
volatility, rather than its identification with one (APT) or the other (GET)
classof models.
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Table 1
of models and implications for the dynamics of the short term
interest rate
--------------------____________________~~--~~------~-~~~-----~~~~~...............~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Description

Unrestricted
1)
2)
3)
4)

Mcrton
Vasicek
CIR
Dothan

process
(1973)
(1977)
(1985)
(1978)

(GET)
(APT)
(GET)
(APT)

dr=(a+@)dt+orydz
dr
dr
dr
dr

= a dt +
ordz
= (a + pr)dt + (3 dz
= (a + pr)dt + o r”2 dz
=
o r dz

Rrownian Motion + drift
Omstcin-Uhlcnbcck
Square Koot process
Gcomctric RM

Models 1 and 2 imply constantconditional volatility of changesin risklcss
rate.
Model 3 implies conditionalvolatility of changesin r proportionalto r
Models 4 implies conditionalvolatility of changesin r proportionalto r2
CKLS also report the coefficients of determination,the R2, as a further
measure of the relative performanceof alternative mod&. This measure
provides information about the goodnessof fit (or forecastpower) of each
model for interest rate changesand interest rate volatility (squaredinterest
rate changes).The R2 values are reportedin Table 2 with the parameter
estimatesof the alternativemodels.The explanatorypower for interest rate
changes(R21) is very low for Vasicek and CIR (about 1% of the total
variation in interest rate changes),while Merton and Dothan have zero
explanatory power. R22 is zero for those models which assumeconstant
volatility (Mcrton and Vasicek), while Dothan explains 13% of interest rate
volatility andCIR only 5%.
It is interestingto notethat the rankingindicatedby the R2 measuresis in lint
with that basedon the GMM criterion, the important conclusionfrom CKLS
being that the models which best describethe dynamicsof interestrate over
time arethosewhich allow its volatility to bc dcpendcnton the level of interest
rate. In particular both Vasicek which implies that the volatility of interest
rate is constant,and the squareroot processwhich appearin the CIR singlefactor generalequilibrium term structuremodel (CIR) performpoorly relative
to other less well known models(Dothan) with a bcttcr descriptionof interest
ratedynamics.
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and Sanders (1992)
df.

Y
1.499

1) Mcrton (1973) (GET)

0.0

2) Vasicek (1977) (APT)

0.0

3) CIR-SK (1985) (GET)

0.5

4) Dothan (1978) (APT)

1.0
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6.7579
(0.034)
8.8467
(0.003)
6.1512
(0.013)
5.6018
(0.133)

R2]

R22

0.026

0.20

2

0.0

0.0

1

0.0 132

0.0

1

0.0164

0.05

3

0.0

0.134

4.2.2Different applications of the CIR model
In a recent application of the CIR model to the italian term structure, Fomari
and Mcle (FM) (1994) have concentrated on the conditional hetcroscedasticity
of the residuals in the discrete time approximation
rt = a+ (I-P)rt..l

+ o r(t-l)05

et,

with et NID(O,l)

.

of the diffusion process implied by the CIR model: drz (@r)dt + or0.5 dz
and estimate the CIR model by using the GARCH
(Generalized
Autoregrcssivc Conditional Hetcroscedasticity) technique. This procedure has
been widely used to capture the complex dynamics of the volatility of most
financial processes (see Engle, 1982, Bollerslev, 1986, and Pagan and
Schwert, 1990) and therefore it seems to provide a better way to estimate the
CIR model.
The GARCH

representation is given by:

rt = a + pzt + et, where et/It-l
h, = a0 +ale2t-l

N(O,h,)

+...+ape2tep + blh(t-l)+...+bqht-q

where r(t) = log(Pt/Pt-1) (t-t is the return of the financial asset, and Pt is the
price), Zt is a vector of explanatory variables and I(t-1) is the information set
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at time t-l. The model, defined as a GARCH (p,q) is cstimatcd with ML
methods.
(Under certain conditions (see Nelson, 1990) GARCH mod& adequately
representsdiffusion approximations).This rcprcscntationexplicitly accounts
for the instability of the volatility over time and thcrcforc rcprescnts a
gcncralization of the one-factor CIR model. A further advantageof this
approach to estimate the CIR model is that the conditional variance is
endogenouslyestimated (joint estimation of the model), rather than being
exogenously fixed. Finally, this procedure also gives an estimate of the
unconditionalvariancewhich canthenbe usedto price bondsaccordingto the
closedform solution (CIR, 1985).
Previous applications of the CIR model to the Italian term structure have
followed two different approaches. One uses a market rate as an
approximation to the instantaneousrate (for example Baronc and Cesari,
1986,employ the auctionreturn of 3-monthsT-bills) and directly estimatethe
univariate discreteform of the CIR model. This spccilication,however,dots
not take into accountthe complex dynamics of the varianceof r which can
show significantly autocorrelated,while this can be convenientlycapturedby
the GARCH models.The other approachusesa crosssectionof the prices of
zero-couponbonds(tradedon both the over-the-counterand the screen-based
markets) all obscrvcdat time t (seeBaronc, Cuoco and Zautzik, 1989) and
estimatea nonlinearregressionof the price vector on the matrix of the future
income streams,following Brown and Dybvig (1986). Problems with nonlinear estimationof cross-sectiondataidentilicd by FM include small sample
bias due to limited availability of data, and sensitivity of the algorithm to the
initial valuesof the parametersandto the presenceof outliers.
4.2.3 Multifactor models
Another direction which has been suggcstcdto take heteroscedasticityinto
account is to generaliseone factor models by describing volatility as a
stochasticfactor itself.
The theoreticaltwo-factor modelspresentedin the literaturecapturethe timevariation of volatility, but their discreteapproximationsare eithertoo hard to
implement or they are not accurate.The first, by Fong and Vasicek (1991)
has a discretisedform which is very hard to implement (a stochasticvariance
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model with conditional hcteroscedasticvolatility). The second,by Longstaff
and Schwartz,suggestsestimationof a GARCH model in mean, which is not
a goodapproximationof the continuoustime model (seeFM for a discussion
of this point).
Here we concentrateon someempirical aspectsof the LS model. Longstaff
and Schwartzshow that their model is able to capturethe level and volatility
of the term structure, and a very specific cross-sectionalstructure of yield
changes,wherebychangesin yields are known functions of changesin the
short term interest rate and changesin its volatility, and this relationship
dcpcndson only four parameters.
To testtheir model they proceedin two steps.First they estimatethe volatility
of the short term interestrate by using the GARCH technique.Then they use
theseestimatesto testthe cross-sectionalrestrictionsimposedby the model on
the structure of yield changes.The model was tested for eight diffcrcnt
maturities,rangingfrom threemonths to five years,and the resultsof the test,
conductedby using the GMM procedure,support the model for both shortterm and medium-termmaturities. This is in contrastwith previousempirical
work which showedthat equilibrium modelsof the term structuredid not hold
for maturities longer than one year (Longstaff, 1989). Longstaff and
Schwartz provide further evidenceagainst the CIR single-factormodel. By
applyingthe sameprocedureusedto test their model,they find that the crosssectionalrestrictionsimposedby the CIR model on the evolution of the term
structureare not consistentwith the data. In particular, the CIR model does
not imply a dcpcndenceof yield changeson volatility changes,while the
cvidcncesupportsthis relationshipfor all maturities.
Thus, the Longstaff and Schwartz model is theoretically appealing and it
stems to bc consistentwith the data. However, as already pointed out, a
major drawbackis that the GARCH model in mean suggestedby LS for the
estimation is not a good approximation of the continuous time model, as
indicated by FM. Therefore, it remains to be seenwhether this model can
provide a practical useful tool, and maintain its advantageover alternative
modelsin more complex applications(in the valuation of contingentclaims,
for example).
Fornari and Mcle (1994) proposea two-factor model (with instantaneous
returns and variance) which overcomes the analytical difficulties of the
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previous models. They derive a closed-form solution for the price of zcrocoupon bonds whose discrete approximation
is an AR(l)-GARCH(
1,l)
model, which gives some satisfactory results in an application to the Italian
overnight rates. However, although the empirical results arc so far
satisfactory, its adequacy needs to be further tcstcd in a wider range of
applications and in comparison with altcmative models.
5. Conclusions
The theory of the TSIR has historically devclopcd in three main stages. n the
first stage, the assumption of an economy with no uncertainty coupled with
the no arbitrage assumption gave rise to the simplest term structure theory
whose main implication was that the forward rate must be equal to the future
spot rate. In the second stage, uncertainty was simply introduced as a
modification of the previous theory and the stochastic version of the abovcmentioned equality naturally followed: the forward rate must be equal to the
expected value of the future spot rate. This approach gave rise to the diffcrcnt
version of the traditional expectation hypothesis theory (e.g. the unbiased
expectation hypothesis, the local expectation hypothesis).
The problem with traditional
with a notion of equilibrium
riskless arbitrage. It is only in
goes from the seventies to
appropriate treatment.

theories is that they are not always consistent
in that they sometimes allow for PrOfitable
the third stage, identifiable with the period that
nowadays, that uncertainty has rcceivcd an

The literature in this period has been very prolific following two mainstreams:
the no-arbitrage approach and the general equilibrium approach. Both of tbcm
can be usefully compared with the traditional theories.
Yet, we think that on a theoretical ground GET is superior mainly for two
reasons. First, relevant variables such as the spot intcrcst rate and the interest
risk premium are endogenous. Secondly, the relationship bctwecn the real and
the financial side of the economy becomes a clear and important element in
the understanding of the term structure.(l7)

07)We have decided to dichotomize the literature in the way proposed in order to
stress such a relationship. Other authors have followed different criteria to classify
models (e.g. De Munnik).
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As regards the applications, however, the advantagesof GET over APT
modelsarc not so clear. In fact, the most important featureof TSIR mod& is
their ability to capturethe volatility of changesin the interestrate rather than
their identification with one or the other class of models. The importance of
this fcaturc cmcrgcs clearly from the comparative study by CKLS which
showsthat the relativepcrformanccof altcrnativc modelsis closely related to
their ability to capturethe volatility of changesin the riskless rate. Thus, an
interestingand surprising result of their study is that the CIR model (GET)
performs poorly relative to the less well known model of Dothan (APT), as
thelatter capturethe dynamicsof the volatility better.
Within the GET approach,a solution to the shortcomingof the CIR model is
given by the two-factor model of Longstaff and Schwartz, which explicitly
capturesthe time-variationof volatility. LS have shownthat the single-factor
CIR model is not consistentwith the data, the most important reasonfor the
rcjcction of the model beingthat yield changesare only allowed to dependon
changesin the short-term interest rate and not on changesin its volatility.
Howcvcr the LS generalization of the model increases its analytical
difficulties, andthis may limit its practicalusein more complex applications.
Finally, basedon practical ratherthan theoreticalconsiderations,Fomari and
Mclc have proposed a two-factor model with a convenient analytical
representation which can be adcquatcly estimated using the recent
econometrictechniqueof the GARCH models.The sametechniquehas been
appliedto the single-factorCIR model yielding more satisfactoryresults than
previousestimationprocedures.
To conclude,volatility plays a major role in important applications of term
structuremodels,such as valuing contingentclaims and hedginginterest rate
risk, andit is thcrcforea desirableproperty of any TSIR model to provide an
adequatercprcscntationof it.
At the current state of the literature, there is no model that we can say
outperformsthe othersboth theoreticallyand empirically. Particularly on the
empirical side,much comparativework acrossalternativemodelsneedsto be
done to evaluatetheir consistencywith the data, their relative performance
andapplicability to a wider rangeof applications.
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